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R. STAMMLER'S "SURMOUNTING" OF THE MATERIALIST
CONCEPTION OF HISTORY'
Translator'sIntroduction
It is twenty-sixyears since the methodologicalwork of Max Weberwas firstintroduced
to the Englishspeakingworld in Shils' and Finch'stranslation.2Since then his essayson
objectivityin 1904and on value-freedomin 1918have become among the most influential in the philosophy of sociology being at the centreof the controversyabout the place
of values in sociology and serving as a resourcefor those with quite opposing views.
These essays together with his 1906 critique of the historian Eduard Meyer'sviews
about historical causation which Shils and Finch also translatedare in addition the
main sourcefor Weber'stheory of ideal types which can be claimedas his most important contributionto the generaldebate about the problemsof concept formationin the
social sciences.Togetherwith Emile Durkheim'sRulesof Sociological Methodwe have
here the classical foundations of the methodology of sociology.
Approximatelyas much of Weber'sphilosophyof social scienceas has been translated remainsuntranslatedand of that undoubtedlyhis critiqueof Rudolf Stammleris
of the greatest importance. Stammler (1856-1938)became the leadingphilosopherof
law in the Germanyof his time and his work is of especialimportanceas the majorneoKantian re-interpretationof the tradition of natural law philosophy.3His first major
work which went through five editions between 1896 and 1924 was Wirtschaftund
Recht nach der materialistischen Geschichtsauffassung.Eine sozialphilosophische
Untersuchung(Economy and Law accordingto the MaterialistConceptionof History.
A Social Philosophical Investigation).What is translatedhere is Max Weber'sreview
of the second edition of that book.4
It will quickly become apparent that this is no ordinary review. What journal
would now allow Weberthe space he had then andwhat authorwould permithimselfto
elaboratesuch a truly original and penetratingaccount of the nature of rulesand submerge it beneath savage polemics? In retrospect it is possible to understandwhy so
much heat was generated.T. B. Bottomore and M. Rubel in their account of the influence of Marx's sociological thought point out that Stammlergave the first impulseto
1 Originally published as "R. Stammlers 'Ueberwindung' der materialistischen
Geschichtsauffassung"(1907) in the A rchivfiir Sozialwissenschaft und Sozialpolitik24. This translation is made from the fourth edition of M. Weber,Gesammelte Aufsatze zur Wissenschaftslehre
(1973 J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), Tubingen) edited by Johannes Winckelmann, 291-359.
Copyright of this translation rests with J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), Tubingen.
2 M. Weber, The Methodology of the Social Sciences, translated and edited by E.A. Shils and H.A.
Finch (1949 The Free Press, Glencoe, Illinois).
3 This judgement on the importance of Stammler is shared by both Francois Geny and John C. H.
Wu who have written valuable critical appreciations of his work at the end of his The Theoryof Justice, translated by I. Husik (1925 Augustus M. Kelley, New York). A concise account of his work is
contained in W. Friedmann, Legal Theory (5th ed. 1967 Stevens, London) 179-186.
4 (1906 Veit, Leipzig).
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the discussion of Marx in university centres in Germany.5 He saw correctly that the
materialist conception of history was a challenge both to social order and to its intellectual analysis and it was on both fronts that Stammler felt it was necessary to combat
Marx with Kantianism. With a Kantian analysis of law he hoped to refute the materialist conception of history and to provide the fundamentals for the just society.
Marx often derided those who argued that communists were out to destroy the old
values. How could they? The bourgeoisie had themselves destroyed all that was sacred
in the old society. With that in mind it is easy to see Weber as the spokesman for the new
bourgeoisie, which was indeed a self-assigned task, and Stammler as the representative
of the old society. Marx, Stammler and Weber are in a triadic conflict. Stammler appreciated the linking of theory and practice in Marxism but did not subscribe to the particular way they were linked. Weber appreciated most the hard-headed consideration of
economic factors in Marxism but had no sympathy with its political programme. From
a Marxist standpoint Stammler is a sentimental exponent of dying feudal values while
Weber is the bourgeois exponent of technocracy. Weber considered Stammler to be a
muddle-headed idealist, unable to distinguish values from techniques and at worst offering a fraudulent prospectus for social reconstruction. Stammler's response to Weber
can be allowed its own voice a little later. In this essay of Weber's we look into a microcosm of the social and intellectual conflicts of the early twentieth century. It is of no
small importance to keep this in mind and to recognize the intense ideological battle
which was the context of Weber's account of rules. It is furthermore a measure of at
least the temporary success in those struggles of Weber's positivism that subsequently
the logical positivists and Wittgenstein could treat the issues he takes here as if their
social importance were negligible or irrelevant.
W.G. Runciman gives appropriate weight to the most important feature of Weber's essay on Stammler when he says: "Weber expounded... the significance of the
notion of 'following a rule' long before Wittgenstein" and he remarks that it is a pity
that Weber never reverted to a detailed discussion of the topic in his later work.6 It certainly has been for it has meant that English readers have not had at their disposal an
account which could have done much in recent years to clarify issues which have rightly
been a matter of central concern for adherents of phenomenological approaches in
sociology. The importance of Weber's discussion is enhanced by the fact that he takes it
to the point where it becomes clear that the concept of a law and the problem of juristic
and sociological approaches to it have to be seen as special cases of the general problem
of understanding the nature and function of any rule whatsoever.
Students of Weber will find that all the most important aspects of his philosophy of
social science are represented here: the distinction between empirical and "dogmatic"
approaches to the study of culture; the doctrine of Wertbeziehung, the construction of
5 K. Marx, Selected Writingsin Sociology and Social Philosophy (eds. T. B. Bottomore and Maximilien Rubel, 1963 Penguin, Harmondsworth) 47-49.
6 W.G. Runciman, A Critique of Max Weber'sPhilosophy ofSocial Science (1972 Cambridge U.P.,
Cambridge) 100,44.
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objects on the basis of relevanceto values;the concept of the ideal type;and the distinction between fact and value, stated here in the most uncompromisingmanner.
This essay is the most explicit account Webergives of his position on the philosophy of science and the section on Stammler'scognitive theory could be consideredthe
only occasion he ever venturesto write directlyabout philosophy.In so doing he makes
clear his deep commitmentto positivismin social science. For it is one of the paradoxes
of Weber'swork that he was both incomparablysensitiveto the nuancesof the analysis
of values (as for instance in his distinction between evaluation and interpretative
accounts of legal rules) and at the same time concernedto fix the boundaryof social
science at the point beyond which the social scientistcan take the meaningof rulesand
values for grantedand concernhimselfwith hard-headedcausalanalysis.In spite,therefore, of the numerousleads he has given followers of interpretativesociology, he must
be ranked among the defenders of social scientific positivism. Scientific procedure
begins after the point when the object of enquiry has been constructedthrough relevance to values.
So it is that the most sensitiveanalystof the problemsof valueimposesa self-denywhen it comes to their inclusionin the activityhe most deeply respected,
ordinance
ing
social
science. Alan Dawe has regrettedthat "Most of what has been written
empirical
and said about his (Weber's)value theory has been regardedas peripheralto the real
work of contemporarysociology".7But this really has been at Weber'sinstigationand
he must bear the responsibility.When Runcimanarguedfor the removalof the last element of neo-Kantianidealismin Weber'swork, the doctrineof value-relevance,he was
following a line of argumentWeber opened up himself.'
Stammler imposed no such self-denialon himself. On the contrary,as the reader
will discover from Weber'sscandalizedexpostulations, Stammler made every use he
could of the everydayambiguityof terminologyabout the social world and it is regularly unclear whether he is talking evaluatively or empirically. It is unclear because
Stammlerhimselfwould not accept that this distinctionhelps very much in a scienceof
social life. For a start his concern is not with empiricalcausalanalysis,butwith an interpretativeanalysis couched in such general terms that it both describesthe essence of
society and provides answersto fundamentalsocial problems.His theory of just law is
intended to serve both functions.9Description and evaluation are inextricablyintertwined. For Webersuch a mix could never be "scientific"and he despisedattemptsto
provide harmonistic intellectualresolutions of real social conflicts. He bracketedhis
own sensitivity to problems of value and placed it in the "irrational"preliminariesto
social science.

The best illustration of this comes if we compare Stammler'sand Weber'streatment of the concept of law. In the last issue of the British Journal of Law and Society I

argued that Weber has no criteriafor what to include in the concept of law save that
7 A. Dawe, "The Relevance of Values" in A. Sahay, (ed.) Max Weberand Modern Sociology (1971
Routledge and Kegan Paul, London) 37-66, 37.

8 Runciman,op. cit., esp. 37ff.

9 Stammler, The Theory of Justice, op. cit.
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which is commanded.'0His definition of law is avowedlyarbitraryfor discussionof the
concept would take him beyond the bounds of empiricalsocial science into an area
dangerouslyinterpretativeand evaluative. His positivisticposition on empiricalsocial
science left him aligned with legal positivism. Stammler is unequivocallyopposed to
this. The use of the concept of law cannot be arbitrarynor determinedby empirical
investigationfor "The particularexperienceof law is determinedby the cleargrasping
of it throughthe universallyvalid concept of law, not the otherway round".' Thatconcept is, in turn, based upon a univeralconceptof social life. Any empiricalsocial science
depends upon a concept of human interaction before it can even begin. "Social life
exists as an independentobject for our scrutiny through rules establishedby human
beings which aim to generate a certain living together."'2
Stammlerdescribesa dialectic between the analysis of rulesand the humanuse of
rules. His is, therefore,an essay in the constructionof social reality,in this case through
law, which makes the fact/value distinction Weberinsists on beside the point. Weber
identifiesbreachesof the is/ought taboo with the zeal of the reformerof sexual morality: he sees values everywhereand the dissection of the small part of Stammler'swork
with which he deals is done with loving attentionto detail. It is to this meticulousnesswe
owe the achievementof his analysis of rules. Stammler'swork was not without its critics. Croce arguesagainst his attempt to assimilatethe study of economicsto a general
science of society.'3 Ginsberg complained that Stammler's formal approach to law
resultedin a neglectof the positive content.14But both are criticismsof the substanceof
Stammler'scontribution. In comparison Weberis a little like a literaryreviewerfor a
"quality"newspaperfaced with the first issue of the Comm7unistManifestodeciding,
because it falls neitherin the category of "literature"nor of "history",it has therefore
nothing worthwhile to say.
In the thirdedition of his book Stammlerrepliedto Weberin a lengthyfootnote.15
One can imagine Weber'sanger that he still had not made substantialchanges in the
text. Lest it be thought that Weber'sblisteringattack carriesall before it, Stammler's
reply should be given some consideration. He makes four points:
1. From Weber'saccount one gains the impressionthat science amounts to the
accumulationof general propositions grouped into spheresor "pointsof view" which
exist simplyfor reasonsof scientific"economy".But the collection of facts presupposes
a unitary method.
2. Weber shows great concern for the concept of "conformityto law". The fact
that he can find a varietyof meaningsin this does not alter in any way the possibilityof
10 Albrow, "Legal Positivism and Bourgeois Materialism: Max Weber's View of the Sociology of
Law" (1975) 2 British J. of Law and Society 29.
II Stammler, Wirtschaftund Recht, op. cit., p. 9.
12 Ibid. p. 464.
13 B. Croce, Historical Materialism and the Economics of Karl Marx (1915 Allen and Unwin. London) 27-47.
14 Ginsberg, "Stammler's Philosophy of Law" in W.I. Jennings, (ed.) Modern Theories of Law(1933
Oxford U.P., London) 38-51.
15 Stammler, Wirtschaft und Recht, (3rd. ed. 1914 Veit, Leipzig) 670-673.
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reflecting critically on the general conditions for the exercise of this unification of the
contents of our consciousness.
3. The proper understanding of Stammler's work depends on an understanding of
the idea of pure forms. The examples Weber gives are not pure forms of judgment and
Stammler does not hold the view attributed to him that specific natural laws are generalized by the "law of causality". The relationship is formal.
4. Stammler's investigation is into the logical conditions of a consistent use of the
concept of "social life". Social regulation links the purposes of human beings not in an
external technical sense but in a formal way. In this way the rules of a game cannot be
sensed as causal "moments" in action but must be understood as meaningful ordering
of purposes. In Stammler's words:
If I understandWeberrightly,he wishesto makea fundamental
distinctionbetweentwotypesof
investigation,the empiricaland the normative,of whichthe first workswith causalityalone.
Onlythe firstwouldbelongto "science"whilethe latterwouldproceedexclusivelywithsubjecand"ethicalprinciples".Butthisconceptionof fundamentals
must
tivelyvalidvalue-judgements
be untenable.Empiricallydeterminedexperienceis not to be understoodexclusivelyin "causal"
terms,nor,on theotherhand,does the ideaas a regulativeprinciplebelongsimplyto thewill.'6
In the translation Weber's extensive use of quotation marks, stress and textual page references to Stammler's book has been retained. The footnotes are Weber's except where
otherwise indicated. "Ueberwindung" has been translated "surmounting". It must be an
allusion to dialectical jargon where it has a meaning similar to "Aufheben", "doing
away with" and "preserving" simultaneously, which is what Stammler attempts to do
with historical materialism.'7
Contents: 1. Preliminary remarks 2. Stammler's presentation of historical
materialism 3. Stammler's "cognitive theory" 4. Analysis of the concept of a "rule";
"Rule as "regularity" and as "norm"; The concept of a "maxim"; The rules of a game;
The rules of law; Juristic and empirical concepts.
1. Preliminary remarks
It is a disagreeable task to contest the very scientific justification for existence of
the "second improved edition" of a book which has exercised a great and undoubtedly
highly stimulating influence on the discussion of fundamental questions in social
science, even if that influence has been predominantly confusing. However, since that is
what is going to happen here and, moreover, with ruthless candour, one or two reservations are necessary and also a quite general short justification.
It has to be acknowledged unconditionally that Stammler's work shows the development of not only a high degree of erudition, acuteness and idealistic striving for
knowledge but also of "spirituality". The monstrousness about the book is simply the
disproportion which the intended useful results bear to the vast display of resources he
16 Ibid. p. 673.

17 K.Marx, Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844 (1970 Lawrence and Wishart, London)

178-179,adoptsthe termfrom Hegel.
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employs. It is almost as if a manufacturerset in motion all the achievementsof technology, massivecapitalresourcesand innumerablelabourunits in a mightyfactoryof ultramoderndesign in order to produceair (atmospheric,not liquid!)."Almostas if"implies
the second reservation:that the book undoubtedlycontains particularelementsof lasting value in which one can find pleasure.But howeverhigh one might set theirvalue, in
relation to the quite boundless claims the work makes they are unfortunatelyof very
limited significance.They might have found a place in a monographon the relations
between juristic and economic concept formation. Alternatively they might have
securedspace in one on the formalpre-suppositionsof social ideals. Bothwould plainly
have been of lasting use and stimulusbut would scarcelyhave createdsuch a sensation
as the mighty stridesof the stacked heels of this book. In this they disappearin a veritable thicket of apparent truths, half truths and falsely formulatedtruths. Behindthe
unclear formulations are hidden untruths, scholastic fallacies and sophisms with the
resultthat any discussionof the book, whichis alreadyunrewardingbecauseof its essentially negative outcome, becomes a very wide-rangingand interminablyburdensome
business.Nonethelessanalysisof a fair numberof individualformulationsis absolutely
essentialif one is to gain an impressionof the utternullityof theveryargumentsStammler advances with the most astonishing assuredness.
Now it is certainly quite true:peccatur intra muros et extra. It is invariably possible

to find points in any author where the problem in question is not thought through,
where formulation is careless, either unclear or just plain false. This is doubly true
where,in the interestsof our specialfield, we are forced to enter into discussionof logic
even though we are not professional logicians. It is consequently unavoidable,especially at points which are inessentialor less essential to the concreteproblem in question, that our assurednessin the handlingof the conceptualapparatusof specialistlogic
easily fails us. We are not, after all, in the kind of daily contact with it which alone can
create that assuredness.
But in the first place Stammlerwants to present himself as a "cognitivetheorist".
Secondly,just those componentsof his argumenton which he lays most emphasiscome
into question. Finally, we must not forget that we are dealingwith a second editionand
we can make more demandsof it than of a "firstshot". Whatcalls for the severestcriticism is that Stammlerpermitshimselfto offer it in such a stateas this. Not the existence
of the book, but the existence of such a second edition meritsthe severityof the rejection. With a "firstshot" like the first edition we are glad to think of the sayingthat it is
easier to criticizesomething than to do it oneself. But when a second "improved"edition appearsalmost a decade laterwe demandself-criticismfrom the author. It is especially unforgiveableif the work of professionallogicians should pass him by without
trace when he is engaged, as Stammler is, in the discussion of logic.
Just a final point: Stammlerpresentshimself as a representativeof "criticalidealism".He wishes to be recognizedas a faithfuldiscipleof Kantin both the fieldsof ethics
and cognitive theory. It is not going to be possible in the followingdiscussionto specify
the crude misunderstandingof Kantiandoctrine on which this claim is based. But in
any event it is the followers of "criticalidealism"who have every reason to shake this
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work from their coat-tails. For it is all too suited to nourish the old naturalistic belief
that the cognitive theorists' critique of naturalistic dogmatism only chooses between
two kinds of proof: "either a hamfisted fallacy or a hair-splitting fudge".
2.

Stammler's presentation of historical materialism

As it repeatedly emphasizes, Stammler's work attempts to "surmount" the "materialist conception of history" scientifically. 18We must first ask, therefore, what sort of rendering he gives of this conception of history and then at what point does he enter his
own dissent. In order to bring both to the greatest clarity it is worth making a small
detour.
Let us assume, in this time of strongly increasing concern for the significance of religious factors in cultural history, that an author came along and asserted:
History is nothing but the passage of the religious attitudes and struggles of mankind. In the last
resort it is religious interestsand attitudes to the religious which determine the phenomena of cultural life, including especially political and economic phenomena. All processes in these areas
are ultimately reflections of specific attitudes of human beings to religious problems. They are
therefore in the last resort mere expressions of religious forces and ideas and can thus only be
scientifically explained if one goes back to these ideas in any causal analysis. Hence such a causal
analysis is the only possible way in which the whole of "social"development can be grasped as a
scientific unity in accord with fixed laws (p. 66 bottom, p. 67 top) and in the same way as the natural sciences grasp "natural"development.

Were an "empiricist" to object that many concrete phenomena of political and
economic life exhibit not the slightest evidence of the influence of religious motives we
can assume our "idealist" would respond this way:
Undoubtedly there is not a single cause for every single event and included in the causal chain
there are without question processes and motives which lack any religious quality. But one can
pursue the causal chain into an infinite regress and ultimately at some point (p. 67, line 11)
always come up against the "decisive"influence of religious motives on the type of life human
beings lead. Therefore in the last resort any other change in the substance of living can be traced
back (p. 31, line 26) to changes in attitudes to religion and, since they reflect this, possess no real
independent existence (p. 30, line 11 from bottom). For every alteration in religious conditions
has a corresponding parallel alteration (p. 24, line 5) in the way of life in every other area as a consequence. These are in truth the only driving forces in social life and with complete knowledge of
the causal chain in its "complex unity"one always comes back to them (p. 67, line 20). How could
it be otherwise?The external forms of political and economic life do not consist of self-contained
worlds with distinct causalities (p. 26, line 6 from bottom). They are not separate realities (p. 29,
line 6 from bottom) but can only rate as dependent and "single perspectives"isolated through
abstraction from the total unity of life (p. 68, line 11).

The "healthy common sense" of our "empiricist" would be inclined to counter this
and say that we cannot assert anything a priori about the manner and degree to which
18 The following critique, for reasons of internal coherence, proceeds as if its sometimes very elementary expositions are being made for the first time. In respectof many points that is certainly not the
case as will be noted, although experts will know. Occasionally referenceswill be made to earlier
critics of Stammler.
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"social phenomena" determine each other. Both the fact and the kind and degree of
reciprocal determination can only be established in the individual case. It is then perhaps possible through the comparison of genuinely (or apparently) similar cases to
reach some general "rules" and thus go beyond the bare enquiry into the degree of religious determination of a single social phenomenon. But, to be sure, we still do not reach
the point of establishing the causal significance of "the religious" for "social life" as a
whole. That would amount to a quite misconceived and vague problem-setting. We
would establish the causal relationship of precisely defined types of religious cultural
elements to equally precisely defined other types of cultural elements in equally precisely defined constellations.
He would perhaps add to this:
The particular"points of view" which we use as rubricsfor cultural phenomena, "political","religious", "economic", etc. are consciously one-sided ways of looking which are adopted where
they appear desirable for reasons of economy in scientific work. The "totality"of cultural development in the scientific meaning of that term, i.e. that part of it which is "worthy of knowledge",
can only be grasped therefore through integration, through progress from a "one-sided"to an
"every-sided"point of view. There is no future in the attempt to representhistorical structuresas
only determined and denoted by a single one of these artifically selected components. In this
respect the causal regress plainly leads to nothing. One can go back to the earliest "pre-history"
but the singling out of the "religious"components from the totality of the phenomena and breaking the regressamounts to the same "one-sidedness"as in the historical stage from which the regress is begun. Restricting oneself to the establishment of the causal significance of "religious"
factors could be of the greatest heuristic worth in particularcases. Only the "result"in the form
of new causal knowledge would decide on that. But to hold that the totality of cultural phenomena is "in the last resort"determined only by religious motives is an untenable hypothesis and
in addition inconsistent with established "facts".

But the "healthy common sense" of these arguments gets a hammering from our "historical idealist". Let's hear how he would respond:
To doubt whether the causally decisive religious factor is in evidence everywhere, if taken
seriously, would call into question the quest for a fundamental method from a single point of
view for obtaining knowledge of general laws (p. 66, line I 1). Any scientific project is governed
by the law of causality and must consequently accept as a fundamental condition that all individual phenomena are continuously linked according to a single universal law. Otherwise the advocacy of knowledge arrived at in accord with laws makes no sense (p. 67. line 5 from bottom, p. 68
top).
To take as a postulate that all social phenomena may be attributed to religious driving forces is far from asserting that the regressto these forces always, mainly, or indeed ever reallycompletely succeeds (p. 69, line 8). It aims, after all, not at the simple assertion of facts but to be a
method (p. 68, line 6 from bottom) and so the objection that it signifies an over-generalization
from particularsocial historical events is conceptually quite misplaced. For that postulate is not
reached by generalization but a priori on the basis of the question: "Bywhat rightdoes one generalize at all?" (p. 69, line 3). Generalization as a method of reaching causal knowledge presupposes an ultimate unified point of view which must undertake to depict the ultimate basic unity
of life if all causal knowledge is not to be dissipated in infinite space. That postulate is thereforea
systematic method which enables the concrete processes of social life to be conceptualizedscien-
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tifically in a universally valid way (p. 69, lines 12 ff). It is thus a fundamentalformalprinciple of
social research (Ibid., line 24).
It is not possible to attack or "refute"a method with historicalfacts. The success of its use in
a particularcase has plainly no bearing at all on the question of its proper form in principle. The
application of the undoubted most universally valid axions for arriving at causal knowledge
often leaves men unsatisfied (p. 69, line 10 from bottom). That basic principle is consequently
quite independent of any special content of social events. It would still hold even if not a single
datuin were really explained in accordance with it. For this depends on that particulardifficulty,
which needs no special exposition (p. 70 top), which investigation in accordance with the axiom
of causality generates when it is directed to the social life of human beings as opposed to
"nature".But if one may apply theformal principle of all causal knowledge to social life it must
be satisfied and that is only possible through the reduction of all conformity to law in social life
to a single "fundamentalconformity to law", that is, dependence on the religious factor. Consequently we may assert that in the last resort religious driving forces determine social life and that
only by tracing all phenomena back to these determinants can it be depicted as a scientifically
understood unity "accordingto mechanical laws".This assertion is not to be refutedby reference
to "facts",just as it equally does not arise from any simple generalization from facts (p. 68 bottom, p. 69 top). The proposition stems rather from the nature of our thought in so far as this
starts with the quest for knowledge in accord with laws, as any science operating with the law of
causality must do. If anyone wishes to contradict this assertion he is attacking this very object of
knowledge. He must thus tread the field of cognitive theory and ask: "What is and what does
'knowledge of social life in accord with laws' meanT'(p. 69, line 22). Only if we consider the concept of "conformity to law" itself as a problem can we attack the method of tracing back every
social phenomenon on the basis of a unified viewpoint and only in this way could we doubt that
the assertion is justified that "in the last resort" religious motives are decisive. Up to now, however, (our historical idealist plainly knows nothing yet of Stammler'semergence) no one has tried
it. There has simply been a constant skirmishingabout particular facts without saying anything
about the principle.

What would the healthy common sense of our "empiricist" say to these arguments?
I think, if he is not someone to be discountenanced, he would treat them as scholastic
mystification, whether naive or bold, and be of the view that with the same "logic" one
could propose the "methodological principle" that "social life" is "in the last resort" to
be deduced from skull measurements (or from the effects of sun-spots or perhaps from
disturbances of the digestion). He would see this principle as incontestable only in so far
as the "meaning" of "social regularities in accord with law" were established in some
other way than through investigations in cognitive theory. Personally I would believe
"healthy common sense" to be right in that.
But Stammler would clearly have to think otherwise. In the above exposition of
our "historical idealist" which was deliberately as long-winded as possible and quite in
Stammler's style, we only have to substitute the word "material" (in the sense of "economic") for the word "religious" and we then have, as anyone can find out for himself
through the page references to Stammler's book, a largely verbatim, at least always
faithful account of his depiction of the "materialist conception of history". This Stammler accepts (and this is all that concerns us here) as straightforwardly valid,19with the
19 Comparepage 63 ff, whereundoubtedlyit is Stammlerhimselfand not the "socialist"whomhe
parodieson page 51 who is speaking.
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single reservationthat in himself has arrivedthe man who, since he has trodden the
fields of cognitive theory has "surmounted"this hithertoundefeatedGoliath by showing it to be not so much factually "incorrect"as "incomplete",-"incomplete,that is,
not in the sense of "one-sided"but "unfinished".This "finishing"and "surmounting"
are demonstratedthrougha seriesof conceptualmanipulationswhichshow that"social
conformity to law" is only meaningfullyconceivable in the "worldof purposes".This
"conformityto law" has the sense of "fundamentalunity" both of social life and the
knowledge thereof (both, as we shall see, being confused) and is a "formalprinciple"
which both defines"theform of social existenceof humanbeings"and is "aunitaryformal idea which has to serveas the guiding star for all our empiricalsocial endeavours".
Weare not in the firstplace interestedin whetherStammlerhas depictedthe materialist conception of history correctly.This theoryhas gone throughmanya versionfrom
the "CommunistManifesto"up to the modernacolytes. We can thus be as confidentas
possible in acceptingthat a version at least similarto the one Stammlerhas chosenmay
be encountered.20And if not, the attempt on the part of a critic to construct logically
"how it ought to have been"can always be justified. Hereour concernis not with it, but
with Stammler. So we are only asking here how he grounds and in what direction he
develops that "cognitivetheory"which he rightlyor wronglyimputesto it andwhich he
regardsas incontestableor at least only to be correctedon the basis of his own conception. Perhapswe do him injusticeand he does not identifyin truthso fully with it as we
at first glance assumed?So let us turn at this point to the introductory"cognitivetheoretical"sections of his book.
3.

Stammler's "cognitive theory"

In order to gain insight into the peculiarityof Stammler'smethod of argumentwe
cannot avoid giving examplesat length of at least some of the chains of reasoningfrom
this introductorysection. Let us take first the beginningand arrange it in a series of
aphorisms which we can compare with each other. We have set out on pp. 3-6 of the
text: Every "exact researchproject"would remain worthless and "fortuitous".
1. without "dependencein a context" of "universalconformity to laws",
2. without direction through a "universallyvalid cognitive guideline",
3. without "relationto" a "fundamentalconformity to laws",
4. without relation to a "unified undeterminedpoint of view" (p.3),

5. (p.4) without insight"into a universallyvalid context of conformityto laws",since
certainly
6. the acceptanceof that conformity to laws is a "presupposition"if one everwishes
"to go beyond the verified single observation as such".The question however is
then
7. (p.5), whether "a universal conformity to laws in the social life of human beings
20 On the meaning of "materialist"in Marx see Max Adler, "Kausalitatund Teleologie im Streite um
die Wissenschaft" (from Marx-Studien I) 108, note 1, and 111 (correctly opposed to Stammler),
116, note I and repeatedly.
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can be construed" in the same way "as the conformity to laws of nature is the foundation of the natural sciences". To this question, however,
8. "which concerns the conformity to laws of all our knowledge of things social" we
have not yet advanced. But the question
9. of the "supreme conformity to laws in which social life in its dependency (!) is to be
known", opens up in practice directly into the axiomatic conception of the relation of the individual to the totality" (!), and in fact "the dispute about the structuring of social life in conformity to laws is there ... it is called: the social question".
10. "Through scientific insight into the conformity to laws which holds for the
human community we have thus the conditions which make it possible to structure human living together in conformity to laws".
This is enough to start with. In the light of this tangle of assertions which all operate with the concept of "conformity to laws" one must regret that Stammler has failed
utterly to take his own comment to heart, namely that he who talks of "processes in conformitv to laws" must above all know "what he really intends to say by that". For while
it is obvious that in almost every one of the above ten aphorisms something is being discussed which is different from anything in the others, reading the book reveals undoubtedly the amazing fact that Stammler deceives himself into thinking that he is talking
constantly about one and the same problem, only with changing formulations. This is
made possible by a woolliness and ambiguity in his formulations unparallelled in a
work presented with such aplomb.
If we look again at the aphorisms where the decisive passages have been reproduced from the text Nr. I is altogether obscure in meaning. What "a dependence in a
context of conformity to laws" can mean is not apparent. It could mean that meaningful
research projects can only be pursued if the objective is to abstract from them universal
(general) conformities to laws (nomothetic knowledge). Or, on the other hand, it could
mean that one could not give a causal interpretation of individual situations without the
use of general knowledge (of laws) (historical knowledge). One could be inclined on the
basis of Nr. 7 to one of these or indeed both, for here the "main question" is supposed to
be whether laws of "social life" can be derived in the same way as "natural laws" for
"dead" nature - at least this is how one is inclined to interpret the very woolly formulation.
From Nrs. 3 and 6 (necessity of a relation to a "fundamental conformity to laws"
which is both "presupposition" of any valid knowledge of particular "facts" as well as
"necessary") one could go on to conclude that these propositions really should not be at
all adequately inspired by reference to the universal validity of the category of causality
(in the sense of "conformity to laws"). But, on the other hand, Nrs. 2 and 8 talk suddenly
no longer of the "conformity to laws" of knowable events, but of the "conformity to
laws" of our "knowing". Thus they speak no more of "laws" which expressly govern the
"known" or the to-be-known, that is the world of "objects" ("nature" or "social life")
and which it would be the task of induction to convey (the "going beyond the single
observation", Nr. 6, in order "to attribute the character of necessity to particular facts",
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p. 4 bottom) but speak insteadof norms which are valid for our knowing. For one cannot understandanythingvery differentby "universallyvalid cognitiveguidelines"(Nr.
2) and by "conformityto laws of all our knowledgeof thingssocial (Nr. 8). Here"norms
of thought"and "naturallaws" merge into each other.
This is not all. The indispensableinsight (accordingto Nr. 5) into the factualcontext (concrete) is not only completely confused with that into "conformityto laws"
(abstract)- although if the latter is to be understoodas conformity to laws of nature
they are opposed to each other and if as a norm of knowledgethey are quite disparate
logical relations- but this "contextof conformityto laws"(Nr. 5) is furnishedwith the
predicate"universallyvalid'. That this is not a question of the validity of an empirical
scientificjudgementon a pure complex of "facts"is clear from the formulationin Nr. 3,
in itself unintelligible,where the discussionis of the necessityof a "relation"to a unified
"point of view", and indeed to an "undeterminedpoint of view".21
Both the arrangementof facts in a concrete context as well as the abstractionof
conformityto laws from facts appearto be effected from special"pointsof view".The
division of labour between most of the scientificspecialismscertainlydependson this.
But for this reasonone cannot talk of a single"undetermined"
point of view for the totality of empirical disciplines. The principle of quantificationand mathematicalexpression is by no means common throughoutthe "naturalsciences",as they are termedby
specialists,and the commonly called "culturalsciences"are characterizedby the number and variety of "pointsof view"from which they consider reality. Leastof all can a
"unifiedpoint of view" be identified in this sense with a fundamental"conformityto
laws"and be ascribedto all the sciences.Even if one wereinclinedto call the categoryof
causality, which is constitutiveof themall, a "pointof view"- about which more later
- and one considered the historical disciplines which explain individual objects
through causal regressionto other individual objects, one would be able to designate
the "lawfulness"of events, in a very specialsense, as possibly one of the universal"presuppositions"but certainlynot as that upon which the "singleproject"is based.Stammler allows "unity","conformityto laws", "complex"and "point of view"to twist and
turn around each other without the slightest inhibition. But he is patentlydealingwith
quite differentthings and the full extent of the ensuingconfusionis quite apparentwhen
one discerns in aphorism Nr. 9 what is really meant by this "point of view". The
"supremeconformity to laws"of social life "opensout" (as he puts it there once more
with extreme woolliness) into "theaxiomatic conception of the relationof the individual to the totality".If we take this propositionas it standsin its utterlyslovenlyformulation we have to ask: "Is this 'conception' a matter of the scientific explanation of the

'actual'relation of the 'individual'to the 'totality',or are we makinga mortal leap into
the 'world of values', of the ought-to-be?"
Aphorism Nr. 10, according to which the "possibilityof structuringcommunity
life in conformity to laws" is determinedby "the insight into the conformity to laws
which hold for the humancommunity"could be interpretedsimplyas if it werea matter
21 Weber obviously refers to aphorism Nr. 3 in error. He is quoting from Nr. 4. (Translator'snote)
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of "insight" into the laws of "events". In fact if it were possible to find "laws" of social
events like "natural laws" - and political economy for its part has repeatedly searched
for them - then this knowledge would undoubtedly bejust as valuable for the "purposeful" mastery of social events and the influencing of their course according to our intentions as the knowledge of the laws of "dead" nature is for our technical mastery of it. But
the reference to the "social question" in aphorism Nr. 9 shows we are not dealing simply
with the "structuring of social life in conformity to laws" in the sense of a socio-political
procedure where it pays to observe the actual, recognized and valid "laws" of events as
one would laws of nature. We are dealing plainly with a "structuring"which satisfies the
laws of what ought-to-be, namely practical norms. And although Stammler on occasion uses one and the same word in the same sentence with two different meanings with
the greatest of equanimity, we have nonetheless to accept that the "validity" of"conformity to laws" is to be understood here imperatively and "insight" into it consequently
shall be the knowledge of a "commandment" and, moreover, of the "supreme","fundamental" commandment of all social life. The mortal leap we suspected has indeed been
made and we stand for the moment on the summit of this confusion: natural laws, categories of thought and imperatives for action, "universality", "unity", "complex" and
"point of view", validity as empirical necessity, as methodological principle, as logical
and practical norm -all this and more too at the beginning of the book is jumbled
together in such a way that there can certainly be no good prognosis for a discussion
where the opponent is to be beaten in the field of "cognitive theory".
But perhaps Stammler is only pretending to be so confused! His book is by no
means free from intentional "gimmicks", namely to create excitement. It could be that it
suited him and he intended to have a predominant vagueness of expression in the early
pages. Then gradually by creating logical clarity and conceptual order he would release
the gasping reader from the chaotic gloom until he was ready to hearken unto the decisive, ordering word of salvation. However in reading further at least in the "introduction" (pp. 3-20), the confusion increases rather than declines. Once again (p. 12 bottom,
p. 13 top) we find he uses ambiguous expressions like "social teachings" and "unified
fundamental conception" of social life in order to (p. 13, penultimate paragraph) furnish "insight" into "conformity to laws" as a "guiding thread" and by which all the
single perceptions (N.B.!) of social history (N.B.!) "can be comprehended, judged and
ordered in a consistent manner". In this last italicized work value judgement is plainly
made into an objective of "social science" whereas the reader from the two words before
has had the impression that he was concerned with theoretical knowledge.22 But the following sentence elaborates the foundation of the "social philosophy" (p. 13 bottom):
"Whoever talks of the conformity to laws of social life" (ambiguous, see above),
"of social development" (theoretical), "of social wrongs" (normative), and the possibility or impossibility (theoretical)23 of their being cured, "whoever brings up" (!) "the laws
22 The italicizing of the quotations trom Stammler are throughout by me, unless otherwise stated.
23 "Theoretical"that is after it has been established what should count as "cure"and "progress".
After that the question of whether the creation of this state of affairs is "possible"or an approximation to it, that is a "progress"is naturally a purely factual question, to which empirical science (in
principle) can give an answer.
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of social economic phenomena (couched in theoretical terms), "discusses social conflicts" (likewise) "and believes in or denies" (theoretical) "progress" (normative) "in the
social existence of human beings must avoid irrelevant (?) subjective" (applies only to
value judgements) "speech and above all clarify for himself the special nature of social
scientific knowledge" (thus not social philosophical about which up to now the talk has
been). In this sentence as one can see the discussion switches back and forth within one
and the same clause between factual knowledge and the evaluation of facts. When later
he goes on to say (p. 15 bottom):
"The universally valid (N.B.!) conformity to laws of the historical course of social
life" (thus "conformity to laws" of the object of knowledge) "signifies (!) the unitary (?)
and (?) universally valid (N.B.!) form of its (N.B.!) knowledge", it is plain that he conflates the conformity of events to laws with the norms of cognition and thediscussion of
the "cognitive basis" with the "real basis". In the same way on p. 16 (above) Stammler
achieves a confusion of natural law, practical and logical norms in the sentence where
"supreme unity for all social knowledge" on the one hand "shall hold as the basic law for
all social knowledge", on the other hand (a few lines later) shall be the "universally valid
foundation on which emerges the possibility of observation in conformity to laws of
human life in society".
On a careful reading one inevitably has the fatal feeling that Stammler is by no
means unconscious of the ambiguity of such expressions as "conformity to laws", "universally valid" and the like in his vocabulary. Indeed the deletions from and additions to
the first edition often serve to strengthen the impression that Stammler knows full well
in many cases that his form of expression is woolly and ambiguous. It is absolutely not
my intention, and this may be explicitly noted, to level any kind of "moral" reproach at
Stammler in however indirect a way for the ambiguity of his mode of expression which,
as I have said, can scarcely always be unconscious and which dogs our steps at every
turn. No, this is the characteristic instinctive "diplomacy" of the dogmatist clinging
obstinately to a "world formula" which he has, or is supposed to have discovered. It is a
priori certain for him that his "dogma" and "science" cannot possibly be in conflict and
with the assuredness of the sleepwalker, on the basis of this certainty of belief he avoids
being "nailed" at dubious places in his argument by means of ambiguity. He confidently
leaves in the hands of God the confusion which his vague and ambiguous form of expression conveys, convinced that somehow it can be organised to fit the "formula" once it
has been grasped.
It must appear very unlikely to the unconverted that one could achieve any understanding at all of what an "empirical" discipline, as "social science" in our sense is, can
and should desire as its goal of knowledge when one begins the journey with such light
baggage, with this schoolboyish mixture of the most elementary categories such as we
found in Stammler's early pages. We can now easily understand how Stammler can, as
he does, render a parody (whether pretended or real) of the argument of historical materialism and consider it irrefutable, except from his own "cognitive theoretical" standpoint. The person for whom "natural laws" and "logical norms" merge with each other
is a Scholastic in the strict sense of the word and is powerless therefore against scholas142

tic argument.That this in truth is the reason is evident on p. 19 wherefor the first time
the universalscientificessenceof historicalmaterialismis identified.Havingapparently
explicitlyrecognizedthe empiricalnatureof the problemon p. 18,paragraph2, in paragraph 3 Stammler makes the assertion that historical materialismseeks to convey a
fixed "rankordering"of factors in social life. That is, at leastapparently,it would like to
establish the general causal significanceof those factors in their mutual relationships.
Butjust before in the same paragraph,thereis alreadyan allusionto historicalmaterialism's conception on this point being a "methodologicalprinciple"of "formalsignificance".There is the furtherassertionin Stammler'susualwoolly mannerthataccording
to the "basicattitude"(p. 18, last line) of the materialistconception of history (p. 19) it isn't stated whetherthis is the explicit view of its proponents or a "necessaryconsequence"of theirview imputedby Stammler- one has to distinguishbetweenthe "established particular laws" and the "universalformal conformity to law", that is the
fundamentalway of correctly synthesizinglaws from facts.
Now it is well known that thereis nothing more subjectto multipleinterpretations
than the word "formal"and the meaning of the contrast:form-content.In everysingle
case it is necessaryto give a precisedefinition of what is to be understoodby it. Since,
according to Stammler himself, the "fundamentalattitude"of historical materialism
amounts to saying that "economicphenomena"in their nature and developmentare
alwaysdecisivefor the shapingof all remaininghistoricalprocesses,that is areunequivocally causal determinants,however one objects to the imprecisionof the concept of
"economicphenomena",we are still certain of one thing, that this assertionis substantive and relatesto the natureof the causalnexus of empiricalevents.This is thusa proposition which is distinguished only in its greater generality from the assertion that in one
or more concrete single instances or in specific narrowly or broadly conceived types of

cases "economic"causes are decisive. One could attempt to back this hypothesis up
"deductively"from the universalempiricalconditions of human life and then verify it
afreshfrom new "facts"arrivedat "inductively"but it would still remaina substantive
hypothesis.
It naturallymakes not the slightest differenceif, for example, someone explains
that the theoryof historicalmaterialismis not to be seen as a doctrinebut as a "heuristic
principle"and therebyseeks to establisha specific "method"for researchinghistorical
materialfrom "economicpoints of view".Experiencetells us that this procedurecan be
highly fruitfulif conductedsoberlyand to the point. But it stillonly amountsto treating
that generalassertionabout the significanceof economic conditionsas a factualhypothesisand testingthe extentand limitsof its correctnessagainstthe facts. It is quite unintelligible how this hypothesiscan therebyor in any way at all change its meaningas a
generalfactualassertionand gain a "formal"characterwhichdecks it out with a specifically logical dignity as opposed to "particularlaws",that is assertionsor propositions
which contain less all-embracinggeneralizations,and which makesthese "speciallaws"
"depend"on it for their "validity"and their "scientificjustification for existence".
Of course it is legitimate terminology and often happens that the ultimate
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("supreme")generalizationsof a discipline,suchas the propositionabout the "conservation of energy",are designated"formal"because they combine a maximum"extent"of
validity with a minimum of factual "content",but, note well, not no factualcontent.
Any "higher"generalizationat all is therefore"formal"in relationto any "lower",that
is less extensive. Every "axiom"of physics, for example, is a "supreme"generalization
of this nature, that is a hypothesis with mathematical"certainty"and empirically
"tested"to an exceptionallyhigh degree. Until now every applicationhas gone to confirm them as "heuristicprinciples",but, nonetheless,as the debate on radio-activityhas
shown, utterlydependenton continually repeated"proof' by the "facts".But any student of logic in his first term is obliged to know that they do not thusacquirethe logical
characterof principlesof knowledgein the sense of apriori"categories"of the theoryof
knowledge and are not in a position ever to acquire this status.
If, as Stammlerdoes, one intendsto presentoneself as a theoristof knowledgeand
in so doing explicitly bases oneself on Kant then it is an elementaryerror if one raises
"axioms",that is propositions which "simplify"experience, to the level of categories
and as equally unforgivableas if one took the "categories",whose formative power
makes it possible for "experience"to make sense, and labelled them generalempirical
propositions. It is, for example, like taking particular"naturallaws"as "specialcases"
of a causal "law""operating"underspecificconditionsand becausewe often talk impreciselyof the "lawof causation",consideringit as the most all-embracingfactualgeneralization. This last error is to retreatbeyond Kant to Hume (at the least), the first is to go
back still further to Scholasticism.
Stammler'swhole argumentdependsupon this sliding back into the most colossal
Scholasticism.One should read once more the parody above and assure oneself again
that it really does correspond with the passages cited there and pages 18 and 19 of
Stammler'sbook. He hasn't, it is true, "explicitly"committed the contrastedmistake
and converted the categories into empiricalpropositions for he certainlytakes trouble
to stand on the ground of Kantiandoctrine. But we shall soon see that he commits it
implicitlyand moreover, if we later acquaint ourselves more fully with the weakness
and illogicality of his treatmentof the "question"of causality, we will convince ourselves that in practiceit does not make much differencewhetherone jacks the "axioms"
up into "categories"or the "categories"up into "axioms".The elevation of purely
methodological "principles"to the rank of "formalprinciples"anchored in cognitive
theory, as Stammlergives us for a treat at the beginningof his parodiedversionof the
"materialistconception of history"is naturallyquite the same, though conversely,as
the transformationof the propositionon fundamentalsinto a "heuristicprinciple",but
which means into a hypothesis to be tested against experience.And this is the kind of
botch that a self-styled "disciple"of Kant serves us up with!
Finally it is a tangleof these and similarelementaryerrorswhenStammlerendsup
by labellingthe "categories"as "pointsof view"from whichgeneralizationsresultas he
does on the bottom of page 12. There he declares that it is indispensableto ask constantly, "fromwhich unitarypoint of view"have"generalizationsfrom specificobserva144

tions" (N.B.!) been produced:"Does it take place in the sense of causalityor of the idea
of purpose;why the one ratherthan the otherand in what senseeither?"Now if this is an
alternativeit is by no meansexclusive.The generalconcept "whiteobjects"for example
is constructed from neither a "causal"nor a "purposive"point of view. It is nothing
other than a logicallyfashioneduniversal-idea,a simpleclassificatoryconcept. Leaving
the imprecisionof the expressionto one side, it remainscompletelyopen what is meant
by either alternative. For what does it mean, "generalizationof observations in the
sense of the idea of purpose"?Let us brieflyimaginethe possibilitiessince this can benefit later discussion. Does it mean deductive inferenceof metaphysical"purposesof
nature"'from empirical"naturallaws",perhapsin the sense in which E. von Hartmann
occasionally attempts to demonstratethe purpose of the finite world process from the
second law of thermodynamics?Or does it mean the employmentof "teleological"concepts, as in biology, as heuristic principles to gain general insight into the complex
arrangementsof living phenomena?In the first case metaphysicalbelief is to be supported by empirical propositions, in the second an "anthropomorphic"metaphysicis
employed to generate empirical propositions. Or does it mean empiricalpropositions
about the generally "suitablemeans"for certaingenerallydefined "purposes"?In this
case it would naturallybe a matterof simplegeneralcausal knowledge,which takes the
guise of practical reasoning. The statement,for example, "ThemeasureX in political
economy is serviceablefor purposeY" is simplyanotherway of expressingan empirical
proposition about a general causal relationship:"If X takes place, Y is the general
(either the invariableor the 'adequate')consequence".
Stammler could scarcely mean the first of the three cases for he does not aim to
develop metaphysics,least of all of the naturalistickind. The other two, however, he
would have to recognize as "generalizationsin the sense of causality".Perhaps it is
intended to convey the logical fashioning of general value-judgementsand ethical or
political postulates. The statement:"Thestate has a duty to protect the weak",is, if we
ignore the woolliness of the concepts "protect"and "weak",a "general"practical
maxim the truthcontent of which, in the sense obviously of its claim to obligatoriness,
is capable of being discussed,only evidentlyin an absolutelydifferentsense from being
established as empirical fact or "naturallaw". Does it contain "generalizationfrom
observations"or is the discussionof its truthcontent capableof being resolvedthrough
"generalizationfrom observations"?That must be decided. Either the maxim will be
debated in respectof its characteras a valid "imperative".Then the discussion is in the
sphere of ethical "norms".Or its actual "practicability"will be debated. Then it is our
third case: an X is sought, the introductionof which would have as a generalconsequence Y (in this case, "the protection of the weak")and it will be discussedwhether
such a measureof state as this X exists. This is a purelycausal analysisusing "rulesof
experience".
Finally, the most frequent case, without directly contesting the validity of the
maxim in question, the attempt will be made to show that it is not for that reason an
imperativebecause to follow it would entail consequenceswhich would endangerthe
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implementationof other maxims recognizedas imperatives.The opponentsof the statement in questionwill undoubtedlyset themselvesto discovergeneralempiricalpropositions about the consequences of the implementation of this socio-political maxim.
When they have discovered, or believe they have discoveredsuch propositions,either
throughdirect induction or through setting up hypotheseswhich they seek to confirm
by referenceto widely acceptedtheoreticalpropositions, theywill contest the validityof
the maxim because if it were implemented it would be likely to endanger another
maxim, say, that it is the duty of the state to "protect"the physicalhealth of the nation
and bearersof aesthetic and intellectual"culture"from "degeneration"(ignoringnaturally again the way this is expressed).The empiricalpropositions which are advanced
herecome once again underthe above named "third"case. They are exclusivelygeneral
judgements about causal relationshipsin accord with the schema, the result of X is
always, or "regularly",Y. Where then are undertakenthe accompanyinggeneralizations of "observations""fromthe point of view of the idea of purpose"in opposition to
general causal propositions?
The competingmaxims are themselvesultimatelyvalueswhich have to be weighed
up against each other and betweenwhich ultimatelya choice has to be made. But this
choice can certainlynot be founded by way of "generalizing"from "observations"but
only by way of the "dialectical"exposition of their "inner logic", that is of the
"supreme"practical "axioms"which lie behind these maxims. This is just how Stammler proceedsas we shall see later in the deductionsin the last chapterof his book. On this
occasion not only does he pin-point perfectly the absolute logical disparitybetween
causal "explanation"and "value-judgement",between predicted developments and
obligation, but in the course of depictinghistoricalmaterialismhe clarifiesthe contrast
(pp. 51-55) in a "dialogue"between a "bourgeois"and a "socialist"with a gratifying
vividness. The contestants "wrestlein separate elements"since one of them talks of
what will be inevitable, according to established (actual or supposed) rules of experience while the other talks of what definitelyshould not happen,with referenceto definite (actual or presumed)culturalvalues. "It is",says Stammler,"thebattle of the bear
with the shark".Good! But in view of that could one scarcelycredit it as possible for
Stammler, in the way which we have so often encountered,a few pages later, to treat
both question settings,which he well knows to be utterlydistinct,as being identicalwith
eachother?Or is this not whathappenswhen on page72 he asks what "isthen the universally valid procedureby which one generalizes(N.B.!) single perceptions(N.B.!) from
history and identifies and defines them as phenomena 'conformingto laws"'?In the
same breathwithout blinkingan eyelid he continues, "If anyone is ignorantof what it
means tojustify (N.B.!) a phenomenonof social life, then it has no meaningto enterinto
particulardisputeswith him as to whethera specificsocial opinion or aspirationisjustified or not". Whoeverdoes not see that Stammleris "wrestlingin separateelements"
and actuallybringsit about that "thebattle of the bear with the shark"is dissolved into
a mild, peaceful and confused fraternity,it appears to me, does not want to see it.
Any readingof the book shows, however,that this repeated,step by step mystification of the readerthroughcontinualjuggling with two heterogeneousproblemsettings
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is not by far the worst of the continualchangesof frontwith whichthe "theoryof knowledge" base of Stammler's"critique"of historical materialismoperates. We want by
now to ask just what does Stammlermean by "socialmaterialism",the concepthe uses
interchangablywith "materialistconceptionof history".The conceptioncriticized(presumably)by Stammleris, or, more properlywas called"materialist",and in spiteof everything we can formulate the collective opinion of its followers in this way, because it
asserted the clear determinationof "historical"processesby the prevailingmethod of
the productionand use of "material",that is economic goods, and in particularalso the
clear determinationof the "historical"activity of human beings by "material",that is
economic interests.
Once again we have to make the most willing concession to Stammlerand agree
that every single concept employed here in this purelyprovisionaldefinitioncontains
problemsand is of very indefinitecontent. Perhapsthey cannot be delimitedwith absolute precision but are fluid and we have to make an explicit statement(which anyway
goes without saying for anyone who knows the conditions of scientificwork) that the
distinction of "economic"from non-economicdeterminantsof events is alwaysa matter of conceptual isolation. But this makes not the slightestdifferenceto the fact that
"economic"interests,"economic"phenomena,"material"relations,etc. are considered
as a part of "life in society"or of "social life" in the sense of Stammler'sterminology.
Stammler himself had recognized(p. 18) that historical materialismwished to assert
somethinggeneralabout the "rankordering"of one elementof social life in relationto
others. At anotherpoint (pp. 64-7)he gives examplesquite in accordwith thisview, conforming to the normalform of expression,and gives a criticalinterpretationof them in
respectof the reciprocalcausal relationshipof "economic"("material")and non-"economic"motives. But threepages later (p. 70, penultimateparagraph),it suddenlyreads:
Once one identifies the concept of the conformity to laws of social life with that of the casually
explained process of social changes, how can one avoid the conclusion that ultimatelv all identified occurrences of societal life can be traced back in theirdependence to the foundation of social
economy?24

One asks in vain how Stammlerhopes to make this argumentplausiblewhich in
effect gives, as one sees, historicalmaterialismall it requiresand moretoo. For it is truly
not intelligiblehow, from the validity of the postulateof sufficientcausationfor all historical events and every phenomenonof social life, it is supposedto follow that all historical events and every phenomenonof social life in the last resort must be able to be
explained from one of their elements alone and any contradiction would amount to an

infringementof the category of causality. But hold on! If we turn back two pages, we

24 Example, on p. 71, top: The "decisive"influence "in the ultimate basis"of economic conditions on
the development of architecture(incidentally in itself a scarcely convincing case which, moreover,
since he attempts to support it with factual evidence stands in contradiction to the supposedly "formal" character of this principle). This characteristicdiplomacy of unclarity, of which we spoke earlier, makes itself obvious here. "Traced back in dependency","decisive influence"are expressions
which in their literal meaning always allow Stammler the let-out that he has not (as the "strict"
materialist does) talked of exclusive economic determination. But that "in the ultimate basis" still
smacks too authentically of historical materialism in its formulation to permit him to make use of it.
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find (p. 68) the assertion that it is impossible to assume a multiplicity of "basic units" "in
which quite separate causal chains run parallel". In the historical field no expert
assumes anything of the kind and everyone knows that the causal regress of any "individual phenomenon" branches out into infinity. The causal analysis of "economic"
phenomena, that is those whose "economic" side in a particular case arouses our interest and need for explanation leads to political, religious, ethical and geographical conditions just as in reverse political phenomena lead to "economic" and all the others. So
with this proposition comes naturally all the less support for Stammler's thesis since
immediately afterwards he reflects that every consideration of a single side, and therefore also the economic, for the purpose of separate analysis only amounts to an undertaking of conceptual abstraction from the "total complex". So we are no further
forward in understanding the justification for the sentiment on p. 70.
Let us turn back another page (p. 67, bottom) and we find it asserted:
Everyindividualpieceof researchwhichis carriedout on the basisof the lawof causalitymust
assumeas a fundamentalconditionthe comprehensivelinkingof everyparticularphenomenon
accordingto a (!) universallaw, whichis then demonstrated(?) in the particularcase.
Here we have plainly, at least in Stammler's opinion, a central cognitive theoretical doctrine in historical materialism with which he aligns himsc f unconditionally as is evidenced by the thesis on p. 70 which concerns us here and is now intelligible as a
deduction from that doctrine. If one asks how Stammle: arrives at this position there
are probably (for certainty cannot be achieved in this jumble of a book) fallacies from a
variety of sources involved. A number of things he says suggests that he has in mind that
the "exact" natural sciences operate with the idea of "reduction" of qualities into quantities, e.g. phenomena of light, heat and sound into the movements of non-qualitative
"ultimate" material units. Thus the idea can be fostered that only those quantitative
transformations of matter are the true "realities" and the "qualities" are their "subjective reflections" in the mind and thus without a "true reality". Thus he believes that
according to the doctrine of historical materialism the "matter" of historical life (economic relations and interests) and its "transformations" are the sole reality and everything else is mere ideological "superstructure"and "reflection". It is well enough known
that this basically distorted and scientifically worthless analogy even now dominates
the heads of many "historical materialists" and with them obviously also that of our
author.
In addition perhaps, a further, similarly not unusual fallacy which we have already
met occurs with Stammler. We talk in an imprecise and doubtlessly directly misleading
way of causal "law". It thus appears that the "fundamental postulate", at least in its generalizing use, is simply the supreme generalization which is possible for empirical
events, the most abstract "theoretical proposition" of empirical science the "applications" of which, valid always for "specific conditions", are the "natural laws". But the
"law of causality" interpreted this way tells us nothing at all about the "reality" of any
sphere of the world. It is however easy to think if one "applies" it to the world that there
must always be an original, absolutely valid, universal proposition, a "universal law",
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the content of whichcan be nothing other than the "causallaw"holdingfor andapplied
to the most universaland simple elementsof the world.Thatwould be the causal"world
formula"of which many adherents of naturalismdream. The individualprocessesof
the world would be "in the last resort"the causal law "operating"underspecificconditions,just as the orbitof the earthis a "case"of the "operation"of the law of gravitation.
As we have alreadysaid Stammlerneverin so manywordsexpressesthis confusion
of natural laws and "categories".Certainlyit would scarcelydo creditto a disciple of
Kant and indeedif one were to confront him with it as his view he would probablyprotest against it. But then I will ask how else is one to explain the "chemicallypure"nonsense which he has written at both places we have discussed (p. 67 bottom and p. 70,
penultimateparagraph)in conjunctionwith the idea we have alreadymet that the most
general theoretical proposition of a science is its "formal"principleand then finally
with the constant confusion of "points of view"and "methodologicalprinciples"with
transcendentaland thereforeapriori "forms"(in the Kantiansense), i.e. logicalpresuppositions for experience?
Howeverthat may be, the propositionabout the necessityof a universallaw, which
as a unitarypoint of view is constitutiveof the totality of all causallyexplicablephenomena of social reality, in conjunctionwith the idea that this "supreme"universalityis
both the "form"of existenceand simultaneouslythe form of the cognitionof social reality, its correspondingmatter, immediatelybears its fruits of confusion. The adjective
"materialist"correspondsto the word "matter"and this permitsa concept of a "materialist"view of history to be constructed,the essential natureof which culminatesin the
assertion that the "form"of historical, or of "social"(which Stammleruses as a synonym without further clarification) life is determinedby its "matter".Certainlythis
"conception"has absolutely nothing, apart from the name, in common with what one
usually,and also Stammleras we have seen repeatedly,has named"historicalmaterialism". For it is clear that in the meaning of this terminologyevery single "element"(to
talk Stammler'slanguage)of "sociallife",of religion,politics, art and science,as well as
equally the "economy",belongs to matter. But the normal historicalmaterialism,as it
has been styled by Stammleralso up to now, assertssomethingabout the dependenceof
all other elementson the "economy"and thereforeis sayingsomethingabout the dependence of a single part of "matter"on another. In no way is it assertingsomethingabout
the dependenceof the "form"of "sociallife",in the newly establishedsenseof the word,
on its "matter"
For it the conventionallystyled "materialist"conception of history occasionally
puts it that specific contradictions of political or religious thought are "simply the
form"in which materialconflicts of interestexpressthemselves,or if one calls the phenomena of light, heat, electricity,magnetism,etc. various"forms"of "energy",it is nonethelessobvious that the word "form"is being used in quite the oppositesenseto that in
which Stammler uses the word "form"in his argument. For whereaswith Stammler
"formal"designatesthe unitary, general,"fundamentallyuniversal"in contrastto the
diversity of "content","form"is just that changeabilityand variety of the "phenomenon"behind which the unity of the only trulyreal is hidden.The changing"forms",
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as interpretedby the materialistview of history,arejustthatwhichStammlercalls"matter".Onejust sees how dubious it is to hawk aroundsuch categoriesas "form-content"
without giving a completely unambiguousinterpretationeach time. But is it ambiguity
which is Stammler'snaturalelementand it isjust and only that which enableshis Scholasticism to fish in troubled waters.
The initial juggling with two basically different concepts of "materialist"
simply offers Stammlerthe possibility on page 37 of advancingthe dependenceof religion and morality, art, science and social ideas on economic life as examples to
strengthenthe correctnessof the historicalmaterialistconstruction.Similarlyhe takes
as examples on the one hand tfie economic determinationof the crusadesand the reception of Roman law and on the other handthepolitical determinationof the enclosureof
peasant land. But then on page 132"humanco-operationis directedto the satisfaction
of need"(accordingto p. 136 that is "productionof pleasureand avoidanceof displeasure")and is designated "matter"absorbing the empiricalcourse of human existence
without remainder(p. 136,penultimateparagraph).This is accompaniedby a verydefinite rejectionof any kind of distinctionwithin"matter"accordingto the "kind"of needs
which are satisfied(p. 138)and (only this far does "co-operation"take place)according
to the means which are employed (p. 140).After that he imaginesit is possibleto operate with this concept of the "material"(in opposition to "formar')of social life to
"refute"a historicalmaterialismwhich operateswith a completelydifferentconcept of
material(as the opposite primarilyof "ideological").Butherewe haveanticipatedsomething.
In the comments on page 132ff, which we have used as examples, Stammlerhad
introducedagain a narrowermeaningfor the pair of opposites, form/content, which in
his view has a specialvalidityfor "sociallife",is peculiarto him and constitutivefor his
concept. Wewill haveto attendto it and, afterso muchcriticismof Stammler'sintroductory discussions,to the positive kernelof his doctrineall the moreif he (or one of his followers) could say in opposition to all that has been asserted, "You have allowed
yourselves to be mystified by me into taking me seriously. I have of necessityhad to
speak the conceptual language of historicalmaterialism.But my purpose is simply to
reduce this conceptual language to absurdityin that I let it expire in the swamp of its
own confusion. Read furtherand you will experiencethe inner self-destructionof this
conception and its replacementwith a purenew doctrine.As your prophetI havejustso
to say howled incognito with the wolves."
Certainlythe imitation, if it should be such, would be of doubtful value, but anywe
have to reckon with this possibility of having been mystifiedby Stammler.He
way
always avoids making it unambiguouslyclear wherehistoricalmaterialismends and he
beginsto speak. And he concludesthe firstbook of his opus, whichup to now is the only
one we have analysed as far as is necessary,with the solemn referenceto the "carmina
non prius audita"which furtherawait us. Forward!Let us observethe feast he prepares
for us. But it will be a good thing if we do not quite forget the scepticismhis previous
attempts aroused in us and the memory of how fundamentallydistinct categories of
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knowledge were thrown together in matters where undoubtedly Stammler was speaking for himself and not as representative of historical materialism.
Stammler's stated aim is to prove that the "science of social life" is simply different
from one of the "natural sciences" by showing that "social life" is a completely different
object of consideration from "nature" and thus demonstrating that a principle of social
science different from "natural scientific method" is logically unavoidable. Since the
opposition is clearly thought of as an exclusive alternative it is plainly all the more
important to establish what is to be understood by "nature", "natural sciences", "natural scientific method" and what should be the criteria for distinguishing them.
In everyday usage it is usual to mean several things by "nature", either 1. "dead"
nature or 2. this and "living phenomena" which are not specifically human or 3. both of
these and in addition living phenomena of a vegetable and animal kind which human
beings have in common with animals, with the exclusion of the so-called "higher", "spiritual" life activities of specifically human kind. Then the boundary of the concept of
"nature" would lie respectively about there (for we cannot even begin without severe
imprecision) where 1. physiology (plant and animal physiology), or where 2. psychology (animal and human psychology) or, finally, where 3. the empirical disciplines of
"cultural" phenomena (ethnology, "cultural history" in the broadest sense) begin to
separate their own object from the totality of the empirical world. But in each case here
"nature" is distinguished as a complex of definite objects from other heterogeneous
objects.
A second concept of nature arises logically distinct from this conventional one if
one considers natural science to be research into empirical reality in respect of the "general", the timeless, valid rules of experience ("laws of nature") and contrasts this with
the examination of the same empirical reality in respect of the causal determination of
the "individual". Here the distinguishing criterion is the type of examination. The opposite of "nature" is then "history". Sciences like "psychology", "social psychology",
"sociology", theoretical social economics, "comparative religion" and "comparative
law" belong to the "natural sciences" while the dogmatic disciplines are right outside
this contrast.
Finally25 a third concept of "natural science" emerges and also indirectly of
"nature" if one contrasts the totality of disciplines which aim for empirical-causal
"explanation" with those which pursue normative or dogmatic analytical purposes:
logic, theoretical ethics and aesthetics, mathematics, legal dogmatics, metaphysical dogmatics (for instance, theology). Here the distinguishing criteria are the categories of
judgement ("is" and "ought") and consequently the totality of objects of the "historical
sciences" including, for example, the history of art, morals, economy and law fall under
the concept of "natural science" which now has a scope extending to all research which
uses the category of causality.
We shall become acquainted later with two more concepts of "nature" and for the
25 "Finally"does not mean that even an approximately exhaustive enumeration of possible and actually used concepts of "nature"has been given. See further below.
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moment breakoff: the varietyof meaningsof the expressionarefully manifest.Lateron
we will have to be on constant watch to see what Stammlermeans by the latterwhenhe
contrasts"social life"with "nature".But now let us ask what are the distinguishingfeaturesof the antithesishe has discoveredto "nature",namelywhat is supposedto be constitutive of "social life", for his whole argumentis built upon this concept.
To be continued in Volume 3, Issue 1, Summer 1976.
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